
 
 
 

Uniform / Judogi Policy
 

Students must wear the full judo suit to class when
training. 

The suits are designed to allow all students to take grips
and it is unfair on the student who is in the proper attire to
train with another who is not wearing the proper attire.
Judo suits should be washed regularly to avoid bacteria
build-up and odor issues.

 Girls must wear a white round-necked short-sleeved t-
shirt under their suit. This is in accordance with National
and International standards.
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Uniform  (Training) Policy
 

1. What Judo gi can I use during the session? 

The blue judogi was created for competition to help
officials to differentiate competitors during the
competition.

Most tournaments do not require competitors to have a
blue judogi. However, all competitions are required white
judogi. 

Therefore we STRONGLY recommend new judoka
purchase as white gi first and this is why at YoroiDojo we
ask to wear white judogi. If you got only the blue one
please you are still welcomed just let us know that you do
not have a white Judo gi.
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Uniform  (Training) Policy
 

 Can I use BJJ gi in Yoroi Dojo? 

Certainly, you can as long it is white. If you only got a blue
one you are still welcomed just please let us know.

 
3. Final advice: 

The Judo Gi or Kimono ( Judo uniform) must be clean.

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu white gi is allowed as long it has not
excessive use of patches.

Only White or Blue are accepted. You should not use Judo
gi in two different colors.

If you have any other Kimono and want to use it for the
Judo class, please check with the Club coach if this is
allowed, If you cannot meet our guidelines come to talk to
us. 

We are very flexible but due to maintaining order on our
uniform usage, we preferred to establish this guideline
that most Dojo follow worldwide. 


